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Enable – One Of Juddmonte’s 
Greatest
Enable, is without doubt, 
one of Juddmonte’s greatest 
achievements as she managed 
to book herself into the 
history books yesterday with a 
sensational win the Qatar Prix 
de l’Arc de Triomphe, making 
it back-to-back wins in the 
race for her, her connections 
and everyone involved, whilst 
she has proven to be one of 
the best fillies that has ever 
lived.

Only eight horses have ever 
won the l’Arc de Triomphe 
two times with seven of them 
winning the prestigious race 
back-to-back, with Enable 
putting herself in the history 
books with the likes of Ribot. 
On top of the history books, 
Enable put herself alongside 
some of the greatest 
Juddmonte homebreds 
such as dancing Brave and 
Workforce.

But when looking through 
Enable’s pedigree, is she bred 
for greatness? Her pedigree 
is sort of an enigma when 
looking deep into it, being by 
Nathaniel out of Concentric, 
this means Enable is in-
bred 3x2 into Sadler’s Wells 
which could be the reason 
as to how and why she’s so 
good, but usually Juddmonte 
do not typically under any 
circumstance go for in-
breeding so closely, as the 
second generation has been 
known to cause some sort of 
deficiencies.

Being out of Concentric, 
Enable is a half-sister to 
Contribution, a one time 

winner from ten races, 
Tournament, a three time 
winner from nineteen races, 
Centroid, a one time winner 
from two races and Entitle 
who hasn’t managed to win 
a race, but is still only a two-
year-old. 

When looking at 
Concentric’s race career, what 
did she managed to do? She 
managed to get form figures 
of 121 in her first three races 
in France under the fantastic 
Andre Fabre and she would 
go onto win a Listed event 
at Chantilly and go down 
narrowly in the Group 3 Prix 
de Flore, which should be later 
this month at Saint-Cloud.
Barring the in-breeding to 
Sadler’s Wells, what else sticks 
out in the pedigree of Enable? 

A few things spring to mind 
in that Nearctic, who is the 
grandsire of Sadler’s Wells 
shows up another two times 
because of Sadler’s and once 
more, taking it to a total of 
three times does Nearctic 
show up inside of Enable’s 
pedigree, 5x4 x2 is what the 
term would be, as he shows 
up on the sire’s side on the 
5th generation and once on 
the dam’s 4th generation. This 
in turn would mean Northern 
dancer shows up twice, as he 
is the sire of Sadler’s Wells, 
where he would be 4x3 in-
bred into Enable himself, 
along with Hail To Reason 
who is 5x5 in-bred into the 
wonder filly as well.

In-breeding into a horse 
is usually quite minimal but 
time and time again, we have 
noticed over the past few 

seasons, the better animals 
have had a lot of in-breeding, 
the fantastic Shalaa would be 
one well worth noting here as 
well, who definitely has a well 
thought through pedigree, 
with the likes of danzig, 
Sharpen Up, doubly Sure and 
Sir Gaylord all appearing as 
in-breeding lines.

Could the in-breeding into 
Enable be something that 
is making her thrive? Some 
pedigree analysts will suggest 
yes – but why? In-breeding 
is like a game of bingo, you 
go in there with a set of balls, 
so let’s take Enable; she has 
Sadler’s Wells, Northern 
dancer, Nearctic and Hail To 
Reason balls in there as they 
are all in-bred into her, if one 
of them comes though the 
gene pool more than another, 
this will sway the ability of 
Enable as a whole, proving 
that should could, and is, be 
well above average.

All in all, barring pedigree, 
Enable is one of Juddmonte’s 
greatest to ever run, form of 
1/3111111-11 with nine wins from 
her ten starts and earning 
well over six million in prize 
money, she is rated 128 by the 
BHA and that will surely go 
up when the ratings are fully 
published. 

For a filly to do what 
she done and have one 
preparation run at Kempton 
and win, is outstanding and a 
feat that has never been done 
before; no horse has ever won 
the Arc de Triomphe after one 
race for the season. Magical. 
Majestic. Phenomenal. Enable 
truly is a living great.r
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ENABLE
Alex Banks takes a look at the filly’s pedigree to 
attempt to figure out the magic behind the star


